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In 2001, Health Canada retained Environics
Research Group Limited to conduct survey
research among the Canadian public to exam-
ine current awareness, knowledge, behaviours
and attitudes relating to organ and tissue do-
nation.

Canada has one of the lowest organ donation
rates among industrialized countries. At the
present time, there is a serious shortage of or-
gan and tissue donors available in relation to
numbers needed. More than 3,500 Canadians
are waiting for an organ transplant, and every
year nearly 150 of them die while waiting. The
need for organ and tissue donors will only in-
crease in the future because of an ageing popu-
lation.

In this context, it is important to understand
how public awareness and beliefs might be
contributing to Canada�s low rate of organ and
tissue donation, as well as how donation might
be increased. Thus, the goals of the survey
were:
� To provide insights into awareness, knowl-

edge and attitudes of organ and tissue do-
nations among Canadians;

� To provide insights into possible strategies
to increase awareness of donations among
the Canadian public;

� To identify target segments.

The topics addressed in this survey included:
� Awareness of organ and tissue donations
� Approval of organ and tissue donations
� Personal views and behaviour
� Importance of specific motivations and be-

liefs for donating and for not donating
� Knowledge issues about donation
� Family and legal issues
� Information sources and needs
� Policy options
� Demographics

The survey was conducted with 1,516 Cana-
dians 18 years of age and older, living within
the ten provinces of Canada. The survey was
conducted nationally, in English and French,
by telephone between October 10 and 15,
2001. The margin of error for a sample of this
size is ±2.5 percent, 19 times in 20. The mar-
gins are wider for regional, demographic and
attitudinal subsamples.

This report presents the findings of the survey
and its implications regarding directions for
initiatives to increase organ and tissue dona-
tion. The survey methods and English and
French questionnaires used in the survey are
appended to this report. Statistical tables are
presented under separate cover.

The major findings of the survey are:

There is a high level of awareness of organ and
tissue donation and a fairly good knowledge
of the official way to express intention to do-
nate on a provincial basis.

Most Canadians � three-quarters � know that
donated organs and tissues are used for trans-
plants and treatment. Seven in ten believe that
donors have a choice as to which of their body
organs or tissues would be donated, and one-
half believe that donors have a choice as to how
their body, their organs or their tissues will be
used.

Two-thirds of Canadians have given at least
some thought to the topic of organ and tissue
donation.

Approval of organ and tissue donation is al-
most unanimous among Canadians � 96 per-
cent either strongly (67%) or somewhat (29%)
approve of it.

A total of 45 percent of Canadians say they
have signed an organ donor card or registered
as an organ donor.

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
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Forty-six percent of Canadians say they have
decided to be organ donors and 45 percent re-
main undecided. Only nine percent say they
have specifically decided not to donate.

The decision to donate is higher than average
among women, middle-aged Canadians, those
with higher levels of education and income,
and Quebecers.

A large majority of potential donors � 87 per-
cent � say they have discussed their wishes with
their family.

Most Canadians think saving the life of a per-
son who needs an organ transplant, improv-
ing the quality of life of someone who needs
an organ transplant and helping as many as 11
people who need transplants, are important
reasons for being a donor.

Among those undecided about donating, the
most important reason given is that they
haven�t thought about it.

There is high awareness among the public that
there is a great need for organ transplants.

There are a number of false beliefs about or-
gan and tissue donation: 44 percent believe
that rich Canadians are given preferential treat-
ment for transplants; 40 percent believe that
Canada has one of the highest rates of dona-
tion among industrialized countries; 22 percent
believe that donation procedures leave the body
disfigured, and 19 percent believe potential
donors might be declared prematurely dead in
order to get their organs and tissues.

The vast majority of Canadians would consent
to an organ donation for a loved one who had
signed a donor card and had discussed dona-
tion with them and most would consent if their
loved one had signed a donor card but had
never discussed it with them. Only one-quar-
ter say they would �very likely� consent to an
organ donation for a loved one if he or she had
not signed a donor card.

Three in ten Canadians have seen or read in-
formation about organ and tissue donation in
the past few months. Television advertisements
and newspaper articles are the most frequently
mentioned sites of recalled information. Re-
spondents recall a wide range of information
associated with organ and tissue donation.

Only six percent of Canadians are aware of the
Green Ribbon Campaign.

There is almost unanimous approval for the
establishment of common safety standards
across the country for organ and tissue trans-
plantation.

One-half of Canadians support changed legis-
lation that presumes consent for organ and tis-
sue donation unless the person has specifically
indicated that he or she does not want this.

The detailed findings and implications of the
survey are discussed in the following sections.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Yes 94 96 94 92

No 6 4 6 8

Q.1
Have you ever heard anything about the topic of organ and tissue
donation; that is, people donating their body, their organs or their tissues
at the time of their death?

Q.2a
As far as you know, how does a
person in your province officially
express their intention to donate
their body, their organs or their
tissues at the time of their death?

Awareness of Organ Donation

Ways to Express Intention to Donate

2.0 AWARENESS OF ORGAN AND TISSUE DONATION

A. Awareness of Organ and Tissue
Donation and Ways to Express
Intention to Donate

There is almost unanimous awareness of or-
gan and tissue donation. Signing a donor card
that comes with a driver�s licence is the most
well-known method of indicating one�s inten-
tion to donate.

When asked if they have ever heard anything
about the topic of organ and tissue donation,
that is, people donating their body, their or-
gans or their tissues at the time of their death,
almost all Canadians (94%) express awareness.
Only six percent say they have not heard any-
thing on this topic.

Awareness of organ and tissue donation is high
in all regions and demographic groups.

When respondents are asked, unaided, how a
person in their province officially expresses
their intention to donate their body, their or-
gans or their tissues at the time of their death,
the largest number mention a donor card that
comes with their driver�s licence (61%). Two
in ten (18%) mention a donor card that comes
with their health card. Smaller proportions

mention putting it in a will or living will (6%),
telling a close family member (4%), and tell-
ing a doctor or health professional (3%). Two
percent or less each mention registering with
an Organ Donor Registry, or a donor card or
form in general, a registration form in general,
the government, telling hospital/family at time
of death and telling a lawyer. Fourteen percent
either say that there is no way (3%) or do not
offer a response (11%).

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Sign donor card with driver’s licence 61 63 62 57

Sign donor card with health card 18 23 15 13

Put it in a will or l iving will 6 5 8 7

Tell close family member(s) 4 5 1 4

Tell a doctor/health professional 3 6 7 3

Other 15 17 11 13

No ways 3 2 6 3

dk/na 11 4 14 17
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Q.2b
Are there other ways for a person
to indicate their intention?
Subsample: Respondents who
offered a response in Q2a

Other Ways to Express Intention to Donate

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Put it in a will or l iving will 22 21 18 24

Tell close family member(s) 12 13 10 11

Sign donor card with driver ’s licence 8 9 6 7

Tell a doctor/health professional 7 6 10 7

Tell family/hospital at time of death 5 6 7 4

Sign donor card with health card 5 5 4 4

Other 9 8 11 8

No other ways 26 25 29 27

dk/na 16 16 15 16

Since the available methods of expressing an
intent to donate one�s organs or tissues vary
among the provinces, it is not unexpected that
there are regional and provincial differences in
response to this question. Manitobans, Atlan-
tic Canadians and Ontarians are most likely to
mention signing a donor card that comes with
a driver�s licence, which is a method in most
of these provinces. Quebecers are significantly
more likely than all others to mention signing
a donor card that comes with a health card,
which is the major method in the province.
British Columbians are more likely than oth-
ers to mention the Organ Donor Registry, a
donor form in general or a registration form in
general, but the largest number in the prov-
ince mention a card with a driver�s licence
(50%). Residents of Alberta (56%) and Sas-
katchewan (63%) mention a card with a driv-
er�s licence as the official method, even though
a health card is the main method in these prov-
inces.

Respondents who have signed an organ donor
card are, not surprisingly, more likely to men-
tion a donor card that comes with either a driv-
er�s license or a health card. Respondents who
have made a personal decision about donating
organs, either to donate or not to donate, are

more likely than those who are undecided to
mention a donor card that comes with a driv-
er�s licence. Those who have decided to become
organ and tissue donors are also more likely to
mention signing a donor card that comes with
a health card. Those who have not signed an
organ donor card and those who have decided
not to donate their organs or who are unde-
cided are more likely to say either that there is
no way to express their intention, or to offer
no response.

Those who mentioned an �official� method
were asked if there are other ways for a person
to indicate their intention. Among these, two
in ten (22%) mention putting it in a will or
living will and one in ten (12%) mention tell-
ing close family members. Smaller proportions
suggest signing a donor card that comes with
their driver�s licence (8%), telling a doctor or
health professional (7%), telling family/hospi-
tal at time of death (5%), and signing a donor
card that comes with their health card (5%).
Two percent or less each mention such meth-
ods as telling a lawyer and registering with an
Organ Donor Registry. Four in ten (42%) ei-
ther say there is no other way (26%) or do not
offer a response (16%).
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Treatment for person needing transplant or sick person 75 78 66 72

Scientific research/research on cures 37 41 32 33

Medical schools/students 10 10 7 11

Depends on donor specification 5 6 3 4

dk/na 12 9 19 13

Q.3
As far as you know, when someone donates their body, their organs or their tissues at the time of their death, how are they used?

Awareness of How Organs/Tissues Are Used

Albertans, Manitobans and Atlantic Canadi-
ans are more likely to mention a will or living
will as an �other� way; residents of British
Columbia, Saskatchewan and Quebec are least
likely to mention this as an option. Residents
of Saskatchewan and Manitoba are more likely
to mention telling a close family member.
Quebecers are more likely to mention both a
donor card with a driver�s licence and a donor
card with a health card than are other respond-
ents. British Columbians are more likely than
others to say there are no other ways to indi-
cate their intention to be an organ donor.

B. Awareness of How Organs and
Tissues Are Used and Donor
Choices

Most Canadians � three-quarters � know that
donated organs and tissues are used for trans-
plants and treatment. Seven in ten believe
that donors have a choice as to which of their
body organs or tissues would be donated, and
one-half believe that donors have a choice as
to how their body, their organs or their tissues
will be used.

When asked, in an unaided question, how the
donation is used when a person donates their
body, their organs or their tissues, three-quar-
ters of Canadians (75%) believe it is used in
treatment for someone who needs a transplant
or is sick. Four in ten (37%) say that it is used
for scientific research and research on cures and
experiments, and ten percent say that it is used
by medical schools and medical students. Five
percent say that the use depends on donor
specifications. Only 12 percent offer no re-
sponse.

Awareness of the uses of donated organs and
tissues for treatment and for scientific research
is higher among women and better educated
respondents. Knowledge of the use of donated
organs and tissues for scientific research is also
higher among more affluent respondents.
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Q.4a
And as far as you know, when people give permission to donate their body,
their organs or their tissues at the time of their death, do they, or do they
not have a choice as to how their body, their organs or their tissues will be
used; that is, for what purpose they will be used?

Q.4b
And as far as you know, when people give permission to donate their body,
their organs or their tissues at the time of their death, do they, or do they
not have a choice as to which of their body organs or tissues would be
donated?

Donor Choices: Use of Donation

Donor Choices: Organs/Tissues DonatedResidents of Saskatchewan and Alberta are
slightly more likely to mention treatment uses;
Manitobans are least likely to mention this.
Residents of Saskatchewan are also more likely
to mention scientific research uses, while
Quebecers are notably less likely than others
to mention research.

Respondents who have signed an organ donor
card or who have made a decision to be a do-
nor tend to have higher awareness than others
of the uses of donations.

The public has a strong belief that donors have
a choice as to which organs or tissues would be
donated. Seven in ten (71%) say that donors
do have this choice, while 17 percent say that
they do not. Two percent say that it depends
on the jurisdiction and ten percent offer no
response.

Fewer Canadians believe that donors have a
choice as to how their donation will be used.
One-half (53%) say that donors do have this
choice, while one-quarter (26%) say that they
do not. Two percent say that it depends on the
jurisdiction and 19 percent offer no response.

Women, especially working women, better
educated and more affluent respondents, those
with a British ethnic background, Albertans
and Manitobans are more inclined to believe
donors have a choice in both these areas.
Ontarians are more likely to believe that do-
nors have a choice as to how their donation will
be used. Quebecers are notably less likely to
believe that donors have a choice in either of
these areas.

Those who have signed an organ donor card
or have made the decision to be donors are
more likely than those who have not to believe
donors have a choice as to which organs or tis-
sues would be donated and how the donation
would be used. Those who have not signed a
donor card and those who are undecided about
becoming donors are more likely to offer no
response to these questions.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Yes, have a choice 53 59 41 50

No choice 26 26 33 25

Depends on jurisdiction 2 1 1 2

dk/na 19 13 25 23

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Yes, have a choice 71 72 67 70

No choice 17 20 23 14

Depends on jurisdiction 2 2 1 2

dk/na 10 6 9 14
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

A great deal 26 44 18 9

Somewhat 39 44 19 38

Not very much 23 9 26 37

Not at all 11 2 36 16

Q.5
How much have you personally thought about the topic of organ and tissue
donation?

Amount of Personal Thought about Organ/
Tissue Donation

C. Amount of Personal Thought about
Organ and Tissue Donation

Most Canadians have given thought to the
topic of organ and tissue donation.

Most Canadians have given at least some
thought to the topic of organ and tissue dona-
tion. Two-thirds (65%) say they have thought
about the topic a great deal (26%) or somewhat
(39%). One-quarter (23%) have not thought
very much about organ and tissue donation,
and 11 percent have not thought about the
topic at all.

Women, married and better educated respond-
ents are more likely to have thought at least
somewhat about organ and tissue donation.
Those aged 65 years or more, those of non-
European ethnic background, and those whose
religious affiliation is non-Christian are more
likely to say that they have not thought about
organ and tissue donation.

Quebecers, Albertans and British Columbians
are more likely to say they have thought about
organ and tissue donation either a great deal
or somewhat. Residents of the Atlantic prov-
inces and Saskatchewan are least likely to say
this.

Those who have signed a donor card (87%) and
those who have decided to become donors
(88%) are much more likely than others to have
thought at least somewhat about organ and
tissue donation.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Strongly approve 67 87 45 51

Somewhat approve 29 13 37 44

Somewhat
disapprove 2 � 5 2

Strongly disapprove 1 * 12 *

Q.6
Do you strongly approve, somewhat approve, somewhat disapprove or
strongly disapprove of organ and tissue donation; that is, people donating
their body, their organs or their tissues at the time of their death?

Approval of Organ/Tissue Donation

* Less than one percent

3.0 SUPPORT FOR ORGAN AND TISSUE DONATION

A. Approval of Organ and Tissue
Donation

Approval of organ and tissue donation is
almost unanimous among Canadians.

Almost all Canadians (96%) either strongly
(67%) or somewhat (29%) approve of organ
and tissue donation; only three percent express
disapproval.

Strong approval is slightly higher among
women, better educated and more affluent
respondents.

While overall approval is high among all de-
mographic groups, approval is more tentative
among those whose ethnic background is ei-
ther non-European or European other than
French or English, those born outside Canada,
and those whose religious affiliation is non-
Christian.

Strong approval is significantly higher in Que-
bec than in other provinces; residents of Sas-
katchewan are least likely to offer strong ap-
proval.

Those who have signed a donor card (85%) or
have decided to be donors (87%) are much
more likely to express strong approval for or-
gan and tissue donation than those who have
not signed a card (52%), who are undecided
(51%) or who have decided not to make a such
a donation (45%). However, it is important to
note that the undecided and those who have
not signed a card are not opposed to donation
� only two percent of the undecided and four
percent of non-signers express disapproval. As
well, only 17 percent of those who have made
a decision not to donate say they disapprove
of it.
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B. Personal Acceptance of Organ or
Tissue Transplant

Most Canadians would accept an organ or tis-
sue transplant if they were in need of one.

More than eight in ten Canadians (85%) would
be willing to accept an organ or tissue trans-
plant. Seven percent say they might or would
consider accepting a transplant, while six per-
cent say they would not accept one.

Younger, better educated and more affluent
respondents are more willing to accept an or-
gan or tissue transplant. Willingness to accept
a transplant is less strong, although still very
high, among those whose ethnic origin is ei-
ther European other than French or English,
or non-European, those born outside Canada,
and those whose religious affiliation is non-
Christian.

Respondents who have signed a donor card
(93%) or have decided to be organ donors
(94%) are more likely to be willing to accept a
transplant than those who have not signed a
card (78%), who are undecided (81%) or who
have decided not to make a such a donation
(59%). Among those who have decided not to
be donors, 21 percent say they would not ac-
cept a transplant, but 59 percent would.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Yes, would be willing 85 94 59 81

Might/would consider 7 3 16 9

No, would not 6 2 21 8

dk/na 2 1 4 3

Q.25
Thinking of yourself, if you were in need of an organ or tissue transplant,
would you be willing to accept one or not?

Personal Acceptance of Organ/Tissue
Transplant
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Q.7
Have you signed an organ donor
card that comes with [a new
driver�s licence/health card/other �
depends on province] that gives
permission for your body, your
organs or your tissues to be donated
at the time of your death?

Signing a Donor Card

* Less than one percent

4.0 DECISION TO DONATE

kind or registered. Incidence is lower among
those aged 65 years or more, those who have
never married, those whose ethnic background
is either non-European or European other than
French or British, and those born outside
Canada.

Quebecers (54%) are most likely to say they
have signed a donor card of some kind, fol-
lowed by residents of British Columbians
(49%) and Manitobans (50%). Those living in
Alberta (33%) and Saskatchewan (30%) are
the least likely to say they have signed a do-
nor card.

Almost nine in ten (88%) of those who have
made a decision to donate their organs or tis-
sues have signed a donor card, leaving 12 per-
cent who have not signed. It is interesting to
note that one in ten of those who have decided
not to donate their organs or tissues (10%) and
a similar number of those who are undecided
(8%) also say that they have signed an organ
donor card.

A. Signing a Donor Card

A total of 45 percent of Canadians say they
have signed an organ donor card or registered
as an organ donor.

Methods for indicating permission for one�s
body, organs or tissues to be donated at the
time of death vary among provinces. Residents
of each province were asked whether they have
signed an organ donor card that comes with a
new driver�s licence or health card, or registered
with an organ donor registry, depending on the
methods available in their province.

Four in ten Canadians (43%) say that they have
signed such a card or registered as an organ
donor and two percent say they have signed a
card other than the one described in the ques-
tion. One-half (54%) say that they have not
signed an organ donor card or registered as an
organ donor.

Women, especially working women, those
aged 35 to 54 years, married people, better
educated and more affluent respondents are
more likely to have signed a donor card of some

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Yes 43 84 10 8

Have signed card,
but not with doc described 2 4 � *

No 54 12 90 90
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Q.8a
Which of the following statements best describes your own situation ... you
have decided to donate your body, your organs or your tissues at the time of
your death ... you have decided not to donate your body, your organs or
your tissues at the time of your death ... you have not made a decision
about this?

Decision Whether to Donate

TOTAL

Decided to donate 46

Decided not to donate 9

Not made a decision 45

B. Decision Whether to Donate

Almost one-half of Canadians have decided to
be organ donors and a similar number remain
undecided; only one in ten have decided
against donation. The vast majority of those
who have made a decision on this issue have
informed their family of their wishes.

In addition to asking whether they had signed
an organ donor card, respondents were asked
about their personal decision to donate �
whether they had decided to donate, not do-
nate, or had not decided.

The survey shows that, while there is a signifi-
cant overlap between having signed a card and
a personal decision to donate (89% of �signees�
have made a decision to donate), the vast ma-
jority of those who have not signed a card have
not made a personal decision against donation
but are in fact undecided about it. Of those
who have not signed a card, 74 percent have
not made a personal decision about donation;
15 percent have decided against donation and
ten percent say they have, in fact, decided to
donate.

Overall, almost one-half of Canadians (46%)
say that they have decided to donate their
body, organs or tissues, while the same number
(45%) say that they have not made a decision.
Only one in ten (9%) say that they have spe-
cifically decided not to be organ donors.

Women, especially working women, those
aged 45 to 54 years, better educated and more
affluent respondents are more likely to have
decided to be donors. Those aged 65 years or
more, the least educated and least affluent re-
spondents, those whose religious affiliation is
non-Christian, those whose ethnic background
is either non-European or European other than
French or British, and those born outside
Canada are more likely to be undecided. Those
aged 65 years or more, and those whose reli-
gious affiliation is non-Christian are also more
likely to have decided not to donate.
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Made a decision to donate
or not to donate. TOTAL

WILLING TO
DONATE

UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Yes 85 87 76 na

No 14 12 22 na

Q.8b
Do your close family members know
about your decision?
Subsample: Respondents who have
made a decision to donate or not
donate their body, organs or tissues
at the time of their death

Informing Family Members about Donation Decision

Quebecers are more inclined to have made a
decision to become organ and tissue donors;
residents of Saskatchewan and Alberta are
more likely to say that they are undecided.

Among those who have made a decision, either
to donate or not to donate, more than eight in
ten (85%) say that their family members know
about their decision. Fourteen percent say their
family members do not know. A total of 87
percent of those who have decided to donate
say they have told family members, as have 89
percent of those who have signed a card.

Women, married, affluent respondents and
Protestants are slightly more inclined to say
that they have informed close family members
of their decision. Those aged 25 to 34 years,
those whose ethnic background is non-Euro-
pean, and those whose religious affiliation is
non-Christian are somewhat more likely not to
have told their family.
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Willing to donate
MAIN

REASONS
OTHER

REASONS

Help others 47 17

Save lives 12 5

Don ’t need after dead 12 6

Good/right thing to do 8 4

Science/research/prevention/cures 4 9

Improve quality of life 4 4

Experience with need for transplant 4 1

Great need 3 2

Other 5 4

None/nothing * 29

dk/na 2 44

Q.9a
What is the main reason you have decided to donate your organs upon
your death?
Subsample: Respondents who have decided to donate their body, organs or
tissues at the time of their death
Q.9b
Are there any other reasons?
Subsample: Respondents who have decided to donate their body, organs or
tissues at the time of their death

Reasons for Decision to Donate

* Less than one percent

C. Reasons for Decision on Donation

DECIDED DONORS

Most decided donors have done so in order to
help others or save lives, and few have reser-
vations about their decision. Among those who
do have reservations, those most frequently
mentioned involve concerns over mutilation or
indignity.

When Canadians who have decided to donate
their body, organs or tissues � 46 percent of
the public � are asked why they have made this
decision, almost one-half (47%) say it is to help
others. Smaller proportions give as their main
reason to save lives (12%), because they don�t
need their body/organs/tissues after death
(12%), it�s the good/right thing to do (8%), sci-
ence/research/prevention/cures (4%), to im-
prove quality of life (4%), have experience with
need for transplants (4%) and great need (3%).
One percent each mention that they would
want others to do it for them or their family,
that their parts should go to good use/not be
wasted, and general health industry experi-
ence.

When asked if there are any other reasons for
their decision, most decided donors (73%) ei-
ther say there are no other reasons (29%) or
offer no response (44%). Secondary reasons
given by decided donors include: to help oth-
ers (17%), science/research/prevention/cures
(9%), they don�t need their body/organs/tissues
after death (6%), to save lives (5%), to improve
quality of life (4%), it�s the good/right thing
to do (4%), great need (2%), that parts should
go to good use/not be wasted (2%), have ex-
perience with need for transplants (1%) and
would want others to do it for them or their
family (1%).

Across all demographic groups, humanitarian
reasons, such as to help others, to save lives and
to improve quality of life are by far the most
commonly given reasons.
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Willing to donate and reservations about decision*

Dislike thought of being cut up 22

Indignity 14

Premature harvesting/less effort made 11

Uncertain how organs dealt with 9

Won’t be used as requested 8

Religious objections 6

Not that useful 5

Ethics/”right” 5

Other 7

None/nothing 4

dk/na 11

Q.9c
Do you have any reservations about your decision?
Subsample: Respondents who have decided to donate their body, organs or
tissues at the time of their death

Q.9d
What reservations do you have?
Subsample: Respondents who have decided to donate their body, organs or
tissues at the time of their death and who have reservations about their
decision

Reservations about Donating

Reservations about Donating

Willing to donate

Yes 7

No 92

* Note small sample size

Fewer than one in ten decided donors (7%) say
they have reservations about their decision;
nine in ten (92%) state that they have no res-
ervations. Among the small number who ex-
press reservations, the most frequently men-
tioned reservation is that they dislike the
thought of being cut up (22%). Other men-
tions include: indignity, premature harvesting/
less effort made, uncertainty about how organs
are dealt with, fear that their donation won�t
be used as requested, religious objections, con-
cern that donation is not that useful and eth-
ics/�right.�
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Not willing to donate
MAIN

REASON
OTHER

REASONS

Poor health 18 3

“Body should be whole” 12 –

Too old 12 –

Religious 10 2

My decision/how I feel 9 –

Fear/uncomfortable with situation 4 –

Mine not useful 3 –

Premature harvesting/less effort made 3 –

Haven’t thought about it 3 –

Other 16 10

None/nothing 1 31

dk/na 9 56

Q.10a
What is the main reason that you have decided not to donate your organs
upon your death?
Subsample: Respondents who have decided not to donate their body, organs
or tissues at the time of their death
Q.10b
Are there any other reasons?
Subsample: Respondents who have decided not to donate their body, organs
or tissues at the time of their death

Reasons for Decision to Not DonateDECIDED NON-DONORS

Those who have decided not to be organ do-
nors are most likely to give as their main rea-
son concerns over personal suitability, such as
poor health or being too old.

When Canadians who have decided not to be
organ donors � only nine percent of the public
� are asked why they have made this decision,
their reasons include: poor health (18%), �body
should be whole� (12%), being too old (12%),
religious reasons (10%), my decision/how I feel
(9%), fear/uncomfortable with situation (4%),
�my body not useful� (3%), and concerns over
premature harvesting/less effort made (3%).
Two percent or less each mention indignity,
going to be cremated, and fear that their do-
nation would not be used as requested. Eleven
percent mention other reasons, and 13 percent
say either that they haven�t thought about it
(3%), they have no reason (1%) or offer no
response (9%).

When asked if there are any other reasons for
their decision, most decided non-donors either
say there are no other reasons (31%) or offer
no response (56%). Secondary reasons given by
decided non-donors include: poor health (3%)
and religious reasons (2%). Ten percent men-
tion other reasons.

Concerns over personal suitability as an organ
or tissue donor, such as poor health, being too
old, or �my body not useful,� are somewhat
higher among women and older respondents.
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Not made a decision about donation

Haven’t thought about it 27

Need more information 8

Procrastination/lazy 7

Too old 6

My health 4

Undecided 4

Parts no good 4

Too young to decide/think about 4

Family decision 4

I am living now 4

Religion 3

Don ’t want to think about it/uncomfortable topic 3

Other 11

dk/na 17

Q.11
What would be the main reason or reasons you have not made a decision
about this?
Subsample: Respondents who have not made a decision about donating
their body, organs or tissues at the time of their death

Reasons for Indecision about DonationTHE UNDECIDED

Among Canadians who are undecided about
being an organ and tissue donor, the largest
proportion say that they haven�t thought about
it.

When Canadians who are undecided about
organ donation � 45 percent of the public �
are asked why they have not made a decision,
the largest number (27%) say that they haven�t
thought about it. Other reasons mentioned in-
clude: need more information (8%), procras-
tination/lazy (7%), too old (6%), health (4%),
simply undecided (4%), �parts no good� (4%),
being too young to decide or think about the
issue (4%), family decision (4%), that they are
�living now� (4%), religious issues (3%), and
don�t want to think about it/uncomfortable
topic (3%). Two percent or less each mention
need a form, dislike thought of being cut up,
premature harvesting, making sure it�s for
medical purposes and nothing else, lack of trust
in medical professionals and fear. Three per-
cent give other reasons and 17 percent offer no
response.

Men, those aged 25 to 34 years, more affluent
respondents, non-religious people and those
born outside of Canada are more likely to say
that they haven�t thought about it. More af-
fluent respondents are also more likely  to
mention laziness or procrastination. Those
aged 65 years or more are notably more in-
clined to mention reasons such as being too old,
health, or �parts no good.� Those aged 18 to
24 years are more likely to say they need more
information or to say they are too young to
think about it or are �living now.�

Residents of British Columbia and Saskatch-
ewan are more likely to say that they haven�t
thought about it; Manitobans are more in-
clined to mention procrastination. Quebecers
are least likely to mention either of these rea-
sons, and more inclined to offer no response to
the question.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 94 98 79 93

Mean 6.57 6.86 5.88 6.41

5.0 MOTIVATIONS CONCERNING ORGAN AND TISSUE DONATION

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 93 98 78 91

Mean 6.43 6.76 5.73 6.24

Q.14a
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... That you would be saving the life of a person who
needs an organ transplant.

Impact on Decision to Donate – Saving Life of
Person Needing Organ Transplant

Q.14b
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... That you would be improving the quality of life
of person who needs an organ transplant.

Impact on Decision to Donate – Improving
Quality of Life for Person Needing Transplant

A. Reasons for Donating

Most Canadians think saving the life of a per-
son who needs an organ transplant, improv-
ing the quality of life of someone who needs an
organ transplant and helping as many as 11
people who need transplants are important
reasons for being a donor.

All survey respondents were given a number
of reasons why a person might become an or-
gan donor. For each reason, they were asked
to indicate how important a factor it would be
for them personally in deciding whether they
might become an organ donor, using a seven
point scale where one means not at all impor-
tant and seven means extremely important.

Canadians give the most importance to those
reasons that refer directly to the humanitarian
uses of organ and tissue donations. Majorities
of about nine in ten respondents each say that
�you would be saving the life of a person who
needs an organ transplant� (94% rate it five
or higher, mean 6.57), �you would be improv-
ing the quality of life of someone who needs
an organ transplant� rate it five or higher
(93%, mean 6.43) and �your organs and tis-
sues could help as many as 11 people who need
transplants� (88%, mean 6.30) are important
reasons to become an organ donor.
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Three-quarters or more of respondents each say
that �you believe that donating is the right
thing to do� (84% rate it five or higher, mean
6.02), �because more organ donations are
needed in this country today� (81%, mean
5.94), �because scientific research using your
organ and tissue donation could lead to treat-
ments and cures for diseases� (82%, mean
5.87) and �because you do not need your or-
gans or tissues after death� (75%, mean 5.76),
are important reasons to donate.

About two-thirds of respondents say that �if
you were able to choose whether your organs
and tissues were to go toward a transplant for
a needy person or toward scientific or medical
research� (68%, mean 5.29) and �if your loved
ones would feel comforted by your donation�
(62%, mean 4.99) are important reasons to do-
nate.

For the remaining two reasons, one-half or
fewer think that �if you were able to indicate
that you want only specific organs or tissues
donated� (53%, mean 4.49) and �if people
would remember you as a good and caring
person for making this donation� (30%, mean
3.48) are important  in deciding to be a donor.

Women give higher importance to all of these
reasons than do men; and working women rate
almost all of these more highly than women
in general do, the exceptions being research
leading to treatments and cures, and being re-
membered as a caring and good person.

Younger Canadians tend to place higher im-
portance on saving the life of someone who
needs a transplant, being able to indicate which
organs would be donated and being remem-
bered as a caring and good person. They give
lower than average ratings to donating because
it�s the right thing to do, the need for more
donations in Canada and not needing organs
after death.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 88 96 68 86

Mean 6.30 6.70 5.39 6.08

Q.14e
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... Because your organs and tissues could help as
many as 11 people who need transplants.

Impact on Decision to Donate – Organs/Tissues
Could Help as Many as 11 People

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 84 96 57 75

Mean 6.02 6.58 4.99 5.66

Q.14k
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... Because you believe that donating is the right
thing to do.

Impact on Decision to Donate – Belief that
Donating Is Right Thing to Do
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Those aged 45 to 64 years place greater im-
portance on donating because it�s the right
thing to do, the need for more donations in
Canada, and not needing organs after death.
Those aged 55 to 64 years also provide higher
mean scores to the reasons that involve research
leading to treatments and cures, feeling that
loved ones are comforted by the donation and
being able to indicate which organs would be
donated.

Those aged 65 years or more give lower than
average ratings to saving the life of someone
who needs a transplant, improving the qual-
ity of life a transplant recipient, helping as
many as 11 people needing transplants, donat-
ing because it�s the right thing to do, being able
to indicate which organs would be donated and
being able to choose how the donation would
be used.

Canadians with an ethnic background that is
European other than British or French place
higher than average importance on being able
to choose how the donation would be used, be-
ing able to indicate which organs would be
donated and being remembered as a caring and
good person; they assign lower importance to
donating because it�s the right thing to do, the
need for more donations in Canada, research
leading to treatments and cures, and not need-
ing organs after death. Canadians with a non-
European ethnic background place lower im-
portance than most on many of these reasons,
however, they do assign higher importance to
feeling that loved ones are comforted by the
donation, being able to indicate which organs
would be donated and being remembered as a
caring and good person.

Canadians born outside of Canada are less in-
fluenced by most of these reasons, however
they do give being remembered as a caring and
good person a higher than average assessment.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 82 88 62 80

Mean 5.87 6.13 5.04 5.77

Q.14f
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... Because scientific research using your organ and
tissue donation could lead to treatments and cures for diseases.

Impact on Decision to Donate – Research Using
Organs/Tissues Could Lead to Treatments/
Cures for Diseases

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 81 88 63 77

Mean 5.94 6.28 5.28 5.72

Q.14c
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... Because more organ donations are needed in this
country today.

Impact on Decision to Donate – More Organ
Donations Needed
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Catholics give a higher than average impor-
tance to most of these reasons. Protestants are
less swayed by improving the quality of life of
a transplant recipient and being remembered
as a caring and good person. Canadians of other
religious affiliations give lower assessments to
almost all of these reasons, however, they do
place higher than average importance on be-
ing able to indicate which organs would be
donated.

Quebecers assign a higher importance to many
of these reasons, however, they are less inclined
to see feeling that loved ones are comforted by
the donation and being able to indicate which
organs would be donated as important.
Ontarians are more strongly influenced by
being able to choose how the donation would
be used and being able to indicate which or-
gans would be donated, but they place lower
than average importance on being remembered
as a caring and good person. Atlantic Canadi-
ans place a higher than average importance on
the need for more donations in Canada, re-
search leading to treatments and cures, feeling
that loved ones are comforted by the donation,
and being remembered as a caring and good
person; they assign less importance to donat-
ing because it�s the right thing to do and be-
ing able to choose how the donation would be
used. Residents of the prairie provinces tend to
give higher assessments to being able to choose
how the donation would be used, being able
to indicate which organs would be donated and
feeling that loved ones are comforted by the
donation; they are less influenced by research
leading to treatments and cures and not need-
ing organs after death. British Columbians,
particularly Vancouverites, assign lower than
average importance to most of these reasons.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 75 84 49 73

Mean 5.76 6.19 4.71 5.52

Q.14d
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... Because you do not need your organs or tissues
after death.

Impact on Decision to Donate – Organs/Tissues
Not Needed after Death

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 68 69 58 69

Mean 5.29 5.33 4.85 5.33

Q.14i
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... If you were able to choose whether your organs
and tissues were to go toward a transplant for a needy person or toward
scientific or medical research.

Impact on Decision to Donate – Ability to
Choose Use of Organs/Tissues
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For those reasons that strong majorities of
three-quarters or more of Canadians see as
important � saving the life of someone who
needs a transplant, improving the quality of life
of a transplant recipient, helping as many as
11 people needing transplants, donating be-
cause it�s the right thing to do, the need for
more donations in Canada, research leading to
treatments and cures, and not needing organs
after death � those who have signed an organ
donor card provide consistently higher assess-
ments than do those who have not signed a do-
nor card. As well, those who have decided to
be organ donors give greater importance to
these reasons than do those who have decided
not to donate. It is important to note that the
undecided do not differ a great deal from the
decided on most items.

However, for those reasons that are seen as
important by about two-thirds of Canadians
� being able to choose how the donation would
be used and feeling that loved ones are com-
forted by the donation � there is little differ-
ence in the assessments given by those who
have signed donor cards and those who have
not. Further, there is little difference in the
responses of those who have decided to donate
and those who are undecided, while those who
have decided not to donate give the lowest as-
sessments.

Impact on Decision to Donate – Would Be
Comforting to Loved Ones

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 62 64 51 61

Mean 4.99 5.03 4.46 5.06

Q.14j
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... If your loved ones would feel comforted by your
donation.

Q.14g
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... If you were able to indicate that you want only
specific organs or tissues donated.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 53 50 47 56

Mean 4.49 4.28 4.30 4.74

Impact on Decision to Donate – Ability to
Donate Only Specific Organs/Tissues
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For the two reasons seen as least important
overall � being able to indicate which organs
would be donated and being remembered as a
caring and good person � those who have not
signed a donor card give higher assessments
than those who have signed cards. As well,
those who are undecided see these reasons as
more important than do those who have de-
cided not to donate, and those who have de-
cided to donate give the lowest assessments.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 30 27 31 34

Mean 3.48 3.28 3.37 3.71

Q.14h
Here are some reasons why a person might donate their body, their organs
or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale, where
1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and 4 is
the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be for
you personally in deciding whether you might donate your body, your
organs or your tissues ... If people would remember you as a good and
caring person for making this donation.

Impact on Decision to Donate – Would Be
Remembered as Good/Caring Person
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B. Reasons for Not Donating

Canadians generally place low importance on
a number of reasons not to become a donor.

All survey respondents were given a number
of reasons why a person might not donate their
body, their organs or their tissues at the time
of their death. For each reason, they were asked
to indicate how important a factor it would be
for them personally as a reason why they might
not donate, using a seven point scale where one
means not at all important and seven means
extremely important.

In general, Canadians place low importance on
all of the reasons examined as factors for them
personally in deciding why they might not
become organ donors.

Canadians give the most importance to �be-
cause you think that donating your organs or
tissues would make your death a more difficult
experience for your loved ones� (20% rate it
five or higher, mean 2.87) and �because some
people who receive organ transplants may not
really deserve to receive them, since they have
abused their own health through behaviours
such as drug or alcohol use� (22%, mean 2.78).
However, while two in ten think each of these
are important factors for them personally as a
reason why they might not become donors,
more than four in ten each say these are not at
all important reasons.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 22 17 28 24

Mean 2.78 2.47 3.22 3.02

Q.15b
Here are some reasons why a person might not donate their body, their
organs or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale,
where 1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and
4 is the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be
for you personally as a reason why you might not donate ... Because some
people who receive organ transplants may not really deserve to receive them,
since they have abused their own health through behaviours such as drug
or alcohol use.

Impact on Decision Not to Donate – Recipients
May Not Deserve Organ Transplant

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 20 11 31 27

Mean 2.87 2.33 3.61 3.28

Q.15c
Here are some reasons why a person might not donate their body, their
organs or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale,
where 1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and
4 is the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be
for you personally as a reason why you might not donate ... Because you
think that donating your organs or tissues would make your death a more
difficult experience for your loved ones.

Impact on Decision Not to Donate – Would
Make Death More Difficult for Family
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Fewer than two in ten each think that �because
death is too disturbing to think about� (18%,
mean 2.56), �because it might delay or com-
plicate the burial arrangements for your fam-
ily� (16%, mean 2.52) and �because you be-
lieve the procedures used to remove organs and
tissues are too intrusive on the donor�s body�
(13%, mean 2.28) are important reasons.
About one-half each see these as not at all im-
portant.

About one in ten give �because you don�t be-
lieve that donating is the right thing to do�
(14%, mean 2.24) and �because your religious
views do not support organ and tissue dona-
tion� (12%, mean 2.07) as important reasons,
and about two-thirds say they are not at all
important.

Women in general place somewhat higher
importance on the belief that donating is not
the right thing to do and on religious views that
do not support donation; they see concern over
undeserving recipients as less important in
deciding not to donate. Working women,
however, assign a lower than average impor-
tance to almost all of these reasons.

Younger Canadians tend to assign higher than
average importance to most of these reasons,
with the exception of the belief that donating
is not the right thing to do. Canadians aged
45 to 54 years place lower than average im-
portance on all the reasons examined. Canadi-
ans aged 65 years or more give higher assess-
ments of importance to most of these, with the
exception of the concern that donation might
delay or complicate burial arrangements.

Canadians with an ethnic background that is
European other than British or French, as well
as Canadians with non-European ethnic back-
grounds, tend to place greater than average
importance on all of these reasons not to do-
nate. As well, those Canadians born outside of
Canada see all of these reasons as more impor-
tant than do those born in Canada.

TOTAL

WILLING TO
DONATE

UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 18 7 25 27

Mean 2.56 1.81 3.13 3.21

Q.15f
Here are some reasons why a person might not donate their body, their
organs or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale,
where 1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and
4 is the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be
for you personally as a reason why you might not donate ... Because death
is too disturbing to think about.

Impact on Decision Not to Donate – Death Too
Disturbing to Think about

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 16 8 22 21

Mean 2.52 2.04 3.00 2.92

Q.15g
Here are some reasons why a person might not donate their body, their
organs or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale,
where 1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and
4 is the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be
for you personally as a reason why you might not donate ... Because it
might delay or complicate the burial arrangements for your family.

Impact on Decision Not to Donate – Would
Delay/Complicate Burial Arrangements
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Catholics place greater than average impor-
tance on the beliefs that death is too disturb-
ing to think about and that retrieval procedures
are too intrusive. Protestants give a higher as-
sessment to concerns that donation would
make death more difficult for family. Canadi-
ans of other religious affiliations place greater
than average importance on most of the rea-
sons examined. Non-religious respondents give
less than average importance to all seven rea-
sons.

Quebecers assign lower than average impor-
tance to all of these reasons. Atlantic Canadi-
ans place greater than average importance on
most reasons, with the exception of concern
over undeserving recipients. Ontarians assign
greater than average importance to concern
that donation would make death more diffi-
cult for the family. Residents of the four west-
ern provinces place higher than average impor-
tance on concern over undeserving recipients.
Residents of Saskatchewan also place higher
importance on concern that donation would
make death more difficult for the family, con-
cern that donation might delay or complicate
burial arrangements, and religious views that
do not support donation. Albertans give more
importance to concern that donation might
delay or complicate burial arrangements and
the belief that retrieval procedures are too in-
trusive. Vancouverites tend to place more im-
portance on most of these reasons.

Canadians who have not signed an organ do-
nor card place greater importance on all of
these reasons not to donate than do those who
have signed a donor card.

Canadians who have decided to be donors place
lower importance on all of these reasons than
do those who are undecided, or those who have
decided not to donate their organs and tissues
after death. With respect to four of these rea-
sons � concern that donation would make
death more difficult for the family, concern
over undeserving recipients of donated organs,

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 13 8 15 18

Mean 2.28 1.81 2.58 2.69

Q.15a
Here are some reasons why a person might not donate their body, their
organs or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale,
where 1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and
4 is the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be
for you personally as a reason why you might not donate ... Because you
believe the procedures used to remove organs and tissues are too intrusive on
the donor�s body.

Impact on Decision Not to Donate – Procedures
Too Intrusive

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 14 9 18 18

Mean 2.24 1.79 2.58 2.62

Q.15e
Here are some reasons why a person might not donate their body, their
organs or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale,
where 1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and
4 is the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be
for you personally as a reason why you might not donate ... Because you
don�t believe that donating is the right thing to do.

Impact on Decision Not to Donate – Not the
Right Thing to Do
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concern that donation might delay or compli-
cate burial arrangements and religious views
that do not support donation � those who have
decided not to donate their organs provide the
highest (average) assessments of importance,
suggesting that these reasons resonate most
strongly with this particular group. For the re-
maining three reasons � that death is too dis-
turbing to think about, retrieval procedures are
too intrusive, and that donating is not the right
thing to do � those who are undecided provide
the highest (average) assessments.

Impact on Decision Not to Donate –  Against
Religious Views

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Important 12 9 17 16

Mean 2.07 1.72 2.54 2.34

Q.15d
Here are some reasons why a person might not donate their body, their
organs or their tissues at the time of their death. Using a seven point scale,
where 1 means not at all important and 7 means extremely important and
4 is the mid-point, how important a factor would each of the following be
for you personally as a reason why you might not donate ... Because your
religious views do not support organ and tissue donation.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

A great deal 82 91 66 75

Some need 14 6 23 19

Little need 1 * 2 2

No need * * 2 *

dk/na 3 2 8 3

Q.12
As far as you know, thinking of the number of organ donations available
and the number of organs needed for organ transplants in this country, is
there a great need, some need, little need or no need at all for more organ
donations?

Awareness of the Need for Organ Donations
in Canada

* Less than one percent

6.0 BELIEFS AND PERCEPTIONS ABOUT ORGAN AND TISSUE DONATION

A. Awareness of Need for Organ
Donations in Canada

The vast majority of Canadians are aware
that there is a great need for organs to be used
for organ transplants in Canada.

When asked to think of the number of organ
donations available and the number of organs
needed for organ transplants in this country,
eight in ten Canadians (82%) agree that there
is a great need, while 14 percent say that there
is some need. Less than two percent think
there is little or no need, and three percent
offer no response.

While awareness is high in most regions and
demographic groups, women, particularly
working women, better educated and more
affluent respondents, and Quebecers are more
likely to be aware of the great need for dona-
tions. Younger respondents, those whose re-
ligious affiliation is non-Christian, those born
outside Canada, and residents of Saskatchewan
and British Columbia, particularly Vancouver,
are less inclined to agree that there is great
need.

Those who have signed an organ donor card
(91%) are more likely than those who have not
(74%) to know that there is a great need for
organ donations. As well, those who have de-
cided to donate their organs and tissues (91%)
are more likely than those who are undecided
(75%) or those who have decided not to do-
nate (66%) to agree that there is great need.
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Q.13a
Please tell me if you think each of the following statements is definitely
true, probably true, probably not true or is definitely not true ... Organ
transplants are effective health care treatments.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Definitely true 54 63 43 46

Probably true 37 31 38 44

Probably not true 5 3 8 5

Definitely not true 1 2 2 1

dk/na 3 1 8 4

Transplants Are Effective TreatmentsB. Perceptions about Organ Donation

Most Canadians believe that organ trans-
plants are effective health care treatments and
that anyone at any age can become an organ
and tissue donor. A plurality believe Canada
has one of the highest rates of organ donation
among the industrialized countries. Opinion
is divided but tends to reject the belief that rich
people who need organ transplants are more
likely to receive them. Most Canadians reject
the beliefs that organ donation procedures
leave the body disfigured and mutilated and
that doctors may declare death prematurely in
order to get donations.

Respondents were read six statements about
organ donation and asked to indicate whether
they believed each statement to be definitely
true, probably true, probably not true or defi-
nitely not true.

Nine in ten Canadians (91%) say that �organ
transplants are effective health care treat-
ments� is definitely (54%) or probably (37%)
true. Only six percent believe that this state-
ment is definitely or probably not true. Men,
those aged 45 to 64 years, university gradu-
ates, non-religious people and Quebecers are
more inclined to say that this statement is defi-
nitely true, as are those who have signed or-
gan donor cards and those who have decided
to donate their organs and tissues. Those aged
18 to 24 years, those whose ethnic background
is non-European, those whose religious affilia-
tion is non-Christian, those born outside of
Canada and residents of Saskatchewan, the
Atlantic provinces, and the metropolitan areas
of Toronto and Vancouver are less inclined to
say it is definitely true.
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Q.13d
Please tell me if you think each of the following statements is definitely
true, probably true, probably not true or is definitely not true ... Canada
has one of the highest rates of organ donation among the industrialized
countries.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Definitely true 4 4 7 4

Probably true 36 36 31 38

Probably not true 23 23 24 22

Definitely not true 5 6 7 4

dk/na 31 31 31 31

Canada Ranks High in Donations

Seven in ten Canadians (70%) say that �any-
one at any age can become an organ and tis-
sue donor� is definitely (40%) or probably
(30%) true. One-quarter (25%) say this is defi-
nitely (10%) or probably (15%) not true, and
five percent offer no opinion. Women, those
aged 35 to 44 years, and Quebecers are more
inclined to say that this statement is definitely
true, as are those who have signed organ do-
nor cards and those who have decided to do-
nate their organs and tissues. Those aged 18
to 24 years and those 65 years or more, those
whose religious affiliation is non-Christian, and
residents of Ontario and British Columbia, par-
ticularly Vancouver, are less inclined to say it
is definitely true.

A plurality (40%) say that �Canada has one of
the highest rates of organ donation among the
industrialized countries� is definitely (4%) or
probably (36%) true, while three in ten (28%)
say it is definitely (5%) or probably (23%) not
true. Three in ten (31%) offer no response to
this question. Those aged 18 to 34 years, the
least educated and least affluent respondents
and Atlantic Canadians are more inclined to
say this statement is either definitely or prob-
ably true.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Definitely true 40 45 39 36

Probably true 30 27 25 34

Probably not true 15 15 18 14

Definitely not true 10 9 10 11

dk/na 5 4 8 6

Anyone Can Become an Organ Donor

Q.13f
Please tell me if you think each of the following statements is definitely
true, probably true, probably not true or is definitely not true ... Anyone
at any age can become an organ and tissue donor.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Definitely true 15 14 23 15

Probably true 29 29 28 30

Probably not true 30 28 32 31

Definitely not true 21 25 14 19

dk/na 5 4 4 6

Rich More Likely to Receive Donations

Q.13e
Please tell me if you think each of the following statements is definitely
true, probably true, probably not true or is definitely not true ... Rich
people who need organ transplants are more likely to receive them in this
country�s hospitals than are poorer people who need organ transplants.

Opinion is divided, but tends to reject the be-
lief that �rich people who need organ trans-
plants are more likely to receive them in this
country�s hospitals than are poorer people who
need organ transplants.� One-half of Canadi-
ans (51%) believe that the statement is defi-
nitely (21%) or probably (30%) not true, while
more than four in ten (44%) say it is definitely
(15%) or probably (29%) true, and five per-
cent offer no response. Working women, bet-
ter educated and more affluent respondents,
Protestants and Atlantic Canadians are more
inclined to reject this belief, as are those who
have signed organ donor cards and those who
have decided to donate their organs and tissues.
Men, those aged 18 to 24 years and those 55
years or more, those of non-European ethnic
backgrounds, Catholics, those whose religious
affiliation is non-Christian, those born outside
Canada and Quebecers are more inclined to say
it is definitely true, as are those who have de-
cided not to donate their organs or tissues.

Almost eight in ten Canadians (77%) believe
that �doctors may prematurely declare a per-
son to be dead in order to get potential organ
and tissue donations� is definitely (47%) or
probably (30%) not true. However, two in ten
(19%) say it is definitely (6%) or probably
(13%) true, and five percent offer no response.
Working women, better educated and more af-
fluent respondents, those with British ethnic
background, those whose religious affiliation
is non-Christian, and Manitobans are more in-
clined to reject this belief, as are those who have
signed organ donor cards and those who have
decided to donate their organs and tissues.
Those with European ethnic backgrounds
other than British or French, and those with
non-European ethnic backgrounds, those born
outside Canada and British Columbians, par-
ticularly Vancouverites, are less inclined to
reject this.

Q.13c
Please tell me if you think each of the following statements is definitely
true, probably true, probably not true or is definitely not true ... Doctors
may prematurely declare a person to be dead in order to get potential
organ and tissue donations.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Definitely true 6 4 8 7

Probably true 13 10 22 15

Probably not true 30 30 24 31

Definitely not true 47 52 40 43

dk/na 5 4 7 5

Donations Acquired Prematurely
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Definitely true 6 4 11 6

Probably true 16 13 17 18

Probably not true 37 35 25 41

Definitely not true 34 41 37 26

dk/na 8 7 9 9

Donation Disfigures/Mutilates the Body

Q.13b
Please tell me if you think each of the following statements is definitely
true, probably true, probably not true or is definitely not true ... Organ
donation procedures leave the body disfigured and mutilated.

Seven in ten Canadians (71%) believe that
�organ donation procedures leave the body
disfigured and mutilated� is definitely (34%)
or probably (37%) not true. Two in ten (22%)
say it is definitely (6%) or probably (16%) true,
and eight percent offer no response. Women,
particularly working women, more affluent re-
spondents, and Manitobans are more inclined
to reject the statement, as are those who have
signed organ donor cards and those who have
decided to donate their organs and tissues.
Those aged 65 years or more, those with Eu-
ropean ethnic backgrounds other than British
or French, and those with non-European eth-
nic backgrounds, those whose religious affilia-
tion is non-Christian, those born outside
Canada and British Columbians, particularly
Vancouverites, are less inclined to reject it.
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7.0 FAMILY AND LEGAL ISSUES

A. Discussion with Family Members

Almost six in ten Canadians have discussed
organ and tissue donation with close family
members.

When Canadians are asked whether they have
discussed the topic of organ and tissue dona-
tion with close family members, just under six
in ten (57%) say they have done so, while four
in ten (42%) say that they have not.

Women, especially working women, those
aged 45 to 64 years, better educated and more
affluent respondents, and Quebecers are more
likely to have discussed the topic with close
family members. Those aged 65 years or more,
those whose ethnic background is non-Euro-
pean, and those whose religious affiliation is
non-Christian are less likely to have done so.

Respondents who have signed an organ donor
card (81%) and those who have decided to be
donors (83%) are significantly more likely than
those who have not to say that they have dis-
cussed donation with close family members.
Those who are undecided (33%) are less likely
than others to have discussed the topic with
close family members.

As noted above, most respondents who have
made a decision whether to donate or not to
donate, or who have signed a donation card,
say that their family members know about
their decision.

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Yes 57 83 52 33

No 42 17 48 67

Discussion with Family Members

Q.16
Have you discussed the topic of organ and tissue donation with your close
family members, either your views and intentions or their views and
intentions?
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Q.17
What happens in a situation
where someone has signed an organ
donor card but his or her family
does not wish any organ donation
to take place? As far as you know,
which actually takes legal
precedence: the wishes of the
deceased person who has signed the
donor card, or the wishes of the
family or next of kin who oppose
the organ donation?

Legal Precedence for Donations – What Does Happen

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Wishes of deceased who signed card 68 65 71 71

Wishes of family who oppose donation 23 27 20 20

dk/na 8 8 8 9

B. Legal Precedence: Wishes of
Deceased or Wishes of Family?

A majority of Canadians believe that the
wishes of the deceased do take precedence, and
should take precedence, over the wishes of the
family.

Respondents were asked which takes legal
precedence � the wishes of the deceased who
has signed the donor card, or the wishes of the
family or next of kin who oppose the organ do-
nation � in a situation where someone has
signed an organ donor card but his or her fam-
ily does not wish any organ donation to take

place. Almost seven in ten (68%) believe that
the wishes of the deceased do take precedence,
while just over two in ten (23%) are aware that
the wishes of the family or next of kin take
precedence. Eight percent offer no response to
this question.

When asked which should take precedence in
such a situation, the wishes of the deceased or
the wishes of the family or next of kin, nine in
ten (90%) say that the wishes of the deceased
should take legal precedence, while fewer than
one in ten (8%) fell that the family�s wishes
should take precedence.

Q.18
In your opinion, which should take
legal precedence: the wishes of the
deceased person who has signed the
donor card, or the wishes of the
family or next of kin who oppose
the organ donation?

Legal Precedence for Donations – What Should Happen

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Wishes of deceased who signed card 90 91 83 89

Wishes of family who oppose donation 8 8 14 8

dk/na 2 1 3 2
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Younger Canadians, as well as those who are
65 years or more, less educated and less afflu-
ent respondents, Catholics and Quebecers are
more likely than others to believe that the
wishes of the deceased currently take legal
precedence in such situations.

Women, especially working women, Protes-
tants and Manitobans, are more likely to be
aware that the wishes of family or next of kin
currently take legal precedence.

Respondents who have signed a donor card
(28%) and those who have decided to be do-
nors (27%) are more likely than others to know
that the wishes of the next of kin take legal
precedence, but even among these groups, al-
most two-thirds believe that the wishes of the
deceased would be honoured in such a
situation.

Across almost all demographic groups, large
majorities of close to nine in ten believe that
the wishes of the deceased should take legal
precedence with respect to organ and tissue
donation. Those whose ethnic background is
non-European, and those born outside Canada
are slightly less likely to share this opinion, but
even among these groups, at least eight in ten
would give legal precedence to the wishes of
the deceased.

Respondents who have signed organ donor
cards, those who have decided to be organ and
tissue donors (91%), and those who are unde-
cided (89%), are somewhat more likely than
others to award legal precedence to the wishes
of the deceased.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Very likely 83 93 68 76

Somewhat likely 13 5 16 19

Not very likely 1 1 3 2

Not at all likely 2 1 10 1

dk/na 1 1 4 2

TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Very likely 65 79 48 53

Somewhat likely 26 17 28 35

Not very likely 4 2 7 6

Not at all likely 4 1 12 4

dk/na 1 1 6 1

Q.19a
At the time of a person�s death, the close family members do in fact, make
the final decision about whether an organ donation will take place. If you
were in this difficult situation, how likely is it that you would consent to
an organ donation for a loved one who has died if he or she had signed an
organ donor card and had discussed with you that they wanted to
donate? Would you be very, somewhat, not very or not at all likely to
consent?

Q.19b
And how likely would you be to consent to an organ donation for a loved
one who has died if he or she had signed an organ donor card but had
never discussed this with you? Would you be very, somewhat, not very or
not at all likely to consent?

Consenting to Organ Donation for Deceased
Family Member

Consenting to Organ Donation for Deceased
Family Member

C. Consent to Organ Donation for
Deceased Family Member

The vast majority of Canadians would con-
sent to an organ donation for a loved one who
had signed a donor card and had discussed do-
nation with them and most would consent if
their loved one had signed a donor card but
had never discussed it with them. Only one-
quarter say they would consent to an organ do-
nation for a loved one if he or she had not
signed a donor card.

Respondents were informed that close family
members do in fact, make the final decision
about whether an organ donation will take
place. They were then asked about whether
they would consent to a donation for a loved
one in three different situations.

Respondents were asked the likelihood that
they would consent to an organ donation for a
loved one who had died who had signed an
organ donor card and had discussed donation
with them. More than eight in ten (83%) say
it is very likely and a further one in ten (13%)
say it is somewhat likely that they would con-
sent to donation under these circumstances.
Only three percent say it is not very (1%) or
not at all (2%) likely that they would do this.

When asked how likely they would be to con-
sent to donation for a loved one who had signed
an organ donor card but had never discussed
this with them, two-thirds (65%) say it is very
likely and one-quarter (26%) say it is some-
what likely that they would give consent in this
situation. Only eight percent say it is not very
(4%) or not at all (4%) likely that they would
do this.

In both of these situations, those aged 65 years
or more, less educated and less affluent re-
spondents, those whose ethnic background is
non-European, those whose religious affiliation
is non-Christian, and those born outside
Canada express less likelihood of consent.
Where the donor card has been signed but
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Very likely 25 38 18 14

Somewhat likely 31 29 19 35

Not very likely 15 12 13 19

Not at all likely 26 18 44 30

dk/na 3 3 5 3

Q.19c
And how likely would you be to consent to an organ donation for a loved
one who has died if he or she had not signed an organ donor card? Would
you be very, somewhat, not very or not at all likely to consent?

Consenting to Organ Donation for Deceased
Family Member

there has been no discussion, younger Cana-
dians are also less likely to give consent. In the
same circumstances, Quebecers and
Manitobans are slightly more likely to consent
to a donation.

Finally, respondents were asked how likely
they would be to consent to an organ donation
for a loved one who has not signed an organ
donor card. In this circumstance, one-quarter
(25%) say it is very likely and one-third (31%)
say it is somewhat likely that they would give
consent in this situation. Four in ten (41%) say
it is not very (15%) or not at all (26%) likely
that they would do this.

Younger Canadians, less educated and less af-
fluent respondents, those whose ethnic back-
ground is either European other than British
or French, or non-European, those whose reli-
gious affiliation is non-Christian, those born
outside Canada and residents of Saskatchewan
and British Columbia, particularly Vancouver,
are less likely to give consent in this situation.
Quebecers, particularly Montrealers, are more
likely to consent.

Under all three circumstances tested, those
who have themselves signed organ donor cards
and those who have decided to be organ and
tissue donors are notably more inclined to give
consent than are those who have not signed
cards, those who are undecided about being
organ donors, and, in particular, those who
have decided not to be organ donors.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Yes 29 33 31 24

No 71 67 67 76

Q.20a
Have you seen or read any articles, information or advertising about the
topic of organ and tissue donation over the past few months?

Recall of Articles, Advertising or Information

8.0 INFORMATION ISSUES

A. Recall of Articles, Advertising or
Information

Three in ten Canadians have seen or read in-
formation about organ and tissue donation in
the past few months. Television advertise-
ments and newspaper articles are the most fre-
quently mentioned sites of recalled informa-
tion. Respondents recall a wide range of in-
formation associated with organ and tissue do-
nation.

When asked whether they have seen or read
any articles, information or advertising about
organ and tissue donation over the past few
months, three in ten Canadians (29%) recall
seeing or reading such material, while seven in
ten (71%) do not.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Television ad 37 36 41 37

Newspaper article 33 40 22 27

Magazine 12 10 10 15

Brochure/pamphlet 11 10 15 10

Poster 3 4 2 4

Book 3 4 � 2

Doctor ’s office/hospital/clinic/Red Cross 3 3 4 3

Website information 3 3 2 2

Radio 3 3 2 3

Word of Mouth 2 1 � 3

TV news 1 1 � 2

Driver’s licence/marriage/other forms 1 * 4 1

School 1 1 � 1

Other 4 3 15 3

dk/na 4 4 4 4

Q.20b
Where did you see or read it?
Subsample: Respondents who have
seen or read any articles,
information or advertising about
the topic of organ and tissue
donation over the past few months

Sources Recalled

Among those who do recall seeing or reading
any material on organ and tissue donation,
almost four in ten (37%) say they saw a televi-
sion advertisement, and one-third (33%) men-
tion seeing or reading a newspaper article. One
in ten each recall seeing or reading a magazine
(12%) or a brochure or pamphlet (11%).
Smaller proportions mention a poster (3%), a

book (3%), material in a doctor�s office, hos-
pital, clinic or Red Cross office (3%), website
information (3%) and radio (3%). Two percent
or less each mention word of mouth, TV news,
change to driver�s licence, marriage license or
other forms, or school. Four percent mention
other sources, and four percent offer no
response.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Inform/talk to family about organ donation 11 9 4 15

Not on driver’s license 5 6 7 3

Research/advances/cures 5 3 3 8

Specific organ or tissue 4 4 5 4

General information about organ donation 3 4 2 2

Greatly needed/shortage/donate now 3 4 � 2

Trafficking 3 4 � 2

Number of people who benefit 3 3 � 3

Personal stories 1 2 2 1

Other 15 17 12 14

None/nothing 18 18 17 19

dk/na 32 29 47 32

Q.20c
What do you recall about what
you saw or read? Please describe
some scenes, phrases or information.
Subsample: Respondents who have
seen or read any articles,
information or advertising about
the topic of organ and tissue
donation over the past few months

Recall of Content

Those who recall seeing or reading any mate-
rial on organ and tissue donation were also
asked what they recall about what they saw or
read. Scenes, phrases or information recalled in-
clude: inform or talk to family about organ
donation (11%), donor card not on driver�s li-
cence (5%), research/advances/cures (5%), ref-
erence to specific organs or tissues (4%), infor-
mation or education about organ donation in
general (3%), references to greatly needed/
shortage/donate now (3%), trafficking (3%),
the number of people who benefit (3%) or per-

sonal stories (1%). Fifteen percent recall other
specifics. One-half either say they recall noth-
ing (18%) and or offer no response (32%).

Those who have signed a donor card are more
inclined than those who have not to recall see-
ing or reading such material. Those who have
decided to be organ and tissue donors, and, to
a lesser extent, those who have decided not to
be donors, are more likely than those who have
made no decision to recall such materials.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Effectiveness of transplants 8 9 5 7

How used 6 6 4 6

Research/advances/cures 5 5 5 5

How recipients chosen/criteria 4 3 4 5

Specific organ and tissues 4 3 4 4

Legalities 4 4 1 3

Statistics 3 4 2 2

How donor is treated 3 2 1 3

More information (general) 3 3 1 2

Process of donating (administration) 2 3 � 3

How organs and tissues preserved 2 2 2 2

Choose/request who receives 2 2 2 2

Choose/requesting donation 1 2 1 1

Promotion of organ donation 1 2 � 1

Organ trafficking 1 1 � *

Religious objections 1 1 1 *

Would my organs be useful? * * � 1

Choose/request certain parts * * � *

Other 4 5 3 3

No topics/questions of interest 18 17 25 18

dk/na 36 33 45 37

Q.21
What topics or questions, if any,
most interest you with regard to
organ and tissue donation?

Topics of Interest/Questions Regarding Organ/Tissue Donation

B. Topics of Interest and Questions
about Organ and Tissue Donation

One-half of Canadians volunteer topics or
questions of interest, covering a wide range of
topics, including the effectiveness of transplants
and how organs and tissues are used.

When asked what topics or questions, if any,
most interest them with regard to organ and
tissue donation, Canadians mention a broad
range of topics, including: the effectiveness of
transplants (8%), how organs and tissues are
used (6%), research/advances/cures (5%), how

recipients are chosen/criteria (4%), specific or-
gans and tissues (4%), legalities (4%), statis-
tics (3%), how a donor is treated (3%), need-
ing more information in general (3%), the proc-
ess of donating/administration (2%), how or-
gans and tissues are preserved (2%), ability to
choose or request who receives (2%), choose/
requesting donation (1%), promotion of organ
donation (1%), organ trafficking (1%), and
religious objections (1%). One-half of respond-
ents either say there are no topics or questions
of interest to them (18%) or offer no response
(36%).
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Yes 6 6 3 6

No 94 94 97 94

Q.22
Are you aware of or have you seen or heard anything about the Green
Ribbon Campaign?

Awareness of Green Ribbon Campaign

The proportions that mention each of these
topics are fairly stable across all demographic
groups. Among the various regions, there is
some indication that Quebecers, Manitobans
and British Columbians, particularly
Vancouverites, are somewhat more inclined to
volunteer topics of interest to them.

Respondents who have not signed a donor card
and, notably, those who have decided not to
donate organs or tissues, are less inclined than
others to suggest topics or questions of inter-
est to them.

C. Awareness of Green Ribbon
Campaign

Only six percent of Canadians are
aware of the Green Ribbon Campaign.

When respondents are asked whether
they are aware of or have seen or heard
anything about the Green Ribbon Cam-
paign, fewer than one in ten (6%) say
they have heard of the campaign. More
than nine in ten (94%) express no
knowledge of it.

Awareness is low among all regions and
demographic groups, although there is
some indication that Ontarians, par-
ticularly Torontonians, may be slightly
more aware of the campaign.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Strongly support 69 77 57 64

Somewhat support 22 18 24 27

Somewhat oppose 1 1 5 1

Strongly oppose 1 * 3 2

dk/na 6 4 11 6

Q.23
Do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose or strongly
oppose the establishment of common safety standards across the country for
organ and tissue transplantation?

Support for Common Safety Standards
Across Canada

9.0 POLICY OPTIONS

A. Support for Common Safety
Standards Across Canada

There is almost unanimous approval for the
establishment of common safety standards
across the country for organ and tissue
transplantation.

When Canadians are asked whether they sup-
port or oppose the establishment of common
safety standards across the country for organ
and tissue transplantation, nine in ten (91%)
say they strongly (69%) or somewhat (22%)
approve; only two percent express any disap-
proval, and six percent offer no response.

While overall support is high in all regions and
demographic groups, there are some differences
in the intensity of support. Strong support is
higher among those aged 55 to 64 years, the
better educated and more affluent, and those
living in large metropolitan areas, particularly
Vancouver. Strong support is also slightly
higher in the Atlantic provinces and Quebec.

Respondents who have signed an organ donor
card (77%) and those who have decided to be
organ and tissue donors (77%) are also more
likely than others to support the establishment
of common safety standards across the coun-
try for organ and tissue transplantation.
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TOTAL
WILLING TO

DONATE
UNWILLING
TO DONATE UNDECIDED

Strongly support 25 33 19 19

Somewhat support 25 27 14 25

Somewhat oppose 17 18 16 16

Strongly oppose 30 21 46 36

dk/na 3 2 5 4

Q.24
In some countries, when a person dies, that person�s organs and tissues, if
considered suitable, are transplanted, unless the person has specifically
indicated that he or she does not want this. In Canada, a person or their
closest family members must specifically agree to this before it will take
place. Do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose or
strongly oppose changing the laws and regulations in this country so that
organs and tissues are automatically transplanted unless a person specifies
otherwise?

Support for Changed Legislation
to Presumed Consent

B. Support for Changed Legislation

One-half of Canadians support changed legis-
lation that presumes consent for organ and tis-
sue donation unless the person has specifically
indicated that he or she does not want this.

Respondents were informed that, in some
countries, when a person dies, that person�s
organs and tissues, if considered suitable, are
transplanted, unless the person has specifically
indicated that he or she does not want this.
They were also told that, in Canada, a person
or their closest family members must specifi-
cally agree to this before it will take place.

One-half of Canadians (50%) either strongly
(25%) or somewhat (25%) support changing
the laws and regulations in this country so that
organs and tissues are automatically trans-
planted unless a person specifies otherwise,
while a similar number (47%) either strongly
(30%) or somewhat (17%) oppose such
legislation.

Opinion on this question is divided in most
demographic groups. However, younger Ca-
nadians and those whose ethnic background is
either French or non-European are somewhat
more likely to express support for changes to
legislation. Those aged 65 years or more, re-
tired people, and those whose ethnic back-
ground is either British or European other than
French are less inclined to support this policy
change.

Quebecers are notably more inclined to offer
support for changes to legislation that would
institute presumed consent for organ donation,
while those living in Ontario, Saskatchewan
and British Columbia, particularly in Vancou-
ver, are less supportive.

Respondents who have signed a donor card and
those who have decided to donate their organs
and tissues are also more likely to express sup-
port for such legislation; those who have de-
cided not to be donors are considerably less
inclined to support such legislation.
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10.0 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The survey results suggest that Canada�s low
incidence of organ and tissue donations can-
not be explained by antipathy to donating
among Canadians themselves. In fact, public
values and attitudes toward organ and tissue
donation are positive and concerns about or-
gan and tissue donations are few.

The following survey findings are important in
reaching this conclusion:

� Overall public support for organ and tis-
sue donation is high � 67 percent strongly
approve of it and 96 percent approve over-
all.

� The number who say they have signed an
organ donor card, although perhaps in-
flated by the �social acceptability� factor,
is high.

� Of those who have not signed an organ do-
nor card, the vast majority are not opposed
to donating but, in fact, are undecided
about it.

� Of those who are undecided about dona-
tion, most give as a reason that they
haven�t thought about it, are procrastinat-
ing or are simply undecided; very few ap-
pear to be fearful or uncomfortable about
the idea.

Environics conducted previous research on
public attitudes toward organ and tissue do-
nation, as well as in-depth research on Cana-
dian social values through our annual surveys
on social change. Our impressions, in compar-
ing past research on the topic to the new re-
search, are that the public today is more open
to organ and tissue donation than in the recent
past, and less uncomfortable with the intrusive
aspects of medical procedure. As well, nothing
in the recent social values research would sug-
gest that Canadians would be antagonistic to
organ and tissue donation.

The survey results suggest directions for social
marketing initiatives that would increase or-
gan and tissue donation, including directions
for target groups and for messaging.

Increasing organ and tissue donation in Canada
involves a number of processes. First, it involves
increasing the number of Canadians who reg-
ister to donate and/or sign an organ donor card.
As well, it involves increasing the extent to
which potential donors discuss their wishes
with close family members and it involves in-
creasing the extent to which next of kin agree
to a donation on behalf of a loved one who has
died.
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Following this, the survey allows an estimate
of the size of potential target groups in the
population as a whole. These include:

POTENTIAL TARGET GROUPS APPROXIMATE % OF
CANADIAN POPULATION

Those who have decided to donate but have not registered or signed a card 6%
Those who have decided to donate but haven�t told family members 6%
Those who are undecided about donating 45%
Next of kin who might refuse a donation if their loved one had signed a card and discussed 1%-6%
Next of kin who might refuse a donation if their loved one had signed a card but not

discussed the issue with them 0%-2%
Next of kin who might refuse a donation if their loved one had not signed a card 22%-39%

We do not include as a potential target seg-
ment, those who say they have made a personal
decision against donation.

The survey results suggest that social market-
ing initiatives that would focus on or empha-
size the theme of �discuss your decision with
your family� would be a poor use of market-
ing resources. The fact is that the vast major-
ity of those who have decided to donate have
already discussed this with their family mem-
bers, and the vast majority of next of kin will
likely carry through with a donation for a loved
one who has signed a card and discussed their
wishes. On a population basis, as indicated in
the above table, the numbers of people in these
categories are very small.

The survey clearly shows that the most impor-
tant target segment of the population is the 45
percent of Canadians who are undecided about
donation but have not made a personal deci-
sion against it.
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The following table summarizes the key
demographics and attitudes of this segment.

Target Group – The Undecided Donor (45% of Canadians)

Demographics �  Fairly representative of the population as a whole
�  Higher than average representation of:

�  Men
�  Younger (18-34) and older (65+)
�  Lower education levels
�  Lower income
�  Ethnic origin � non-European or European other than English or French
�  Religious affiliation � other
�  Western Canada and Toronto residence

Key motivators to donate �  Saving life of recipient
�  Improving the quality of life of recipient
�  Organs and tissues could help as many as 11 people
�  Research could lead to treatments and cures

Secondary motivator to donate �  Have a choice as to the use/purpose of the donation

Inhibitors to donate �  Could make death a more difficult experience for loved ones
�  Death is too disturbing to think about

Reasoning �  �Don�t want to think about it�

Possible message themes �  �Think about this � saving a life, helping as many as 11 people ...�
�  �Think about this now...�
�  �Make your choice to donate now...�

Initiatives directed to this target group would
have the added value of reinforcing the beliefs
and values of those who have already decided
to donate and who have signed an organ do-
nor card, who do not differ greatly from the
undecided in their motivations. Raising the
number of Canadians who sign an organ do-
nor card will also encourage more next of kin
to agree to a donation, since next of kin are
strongly supportive of agreeing to a donation
if their loved one has signed a card.

Finally, the extremely low awareness of the
Green Ribbon Campaign suggests that this
symbol is not helping build public awareness
and acceptance of organ and tissue donation.
Initiatives focusing on building awareness of
this symbol will likely divert resources away
from the greater need to talk to Canadians
directly about the great benefits of, and the
great need for, organs and tissue donations in
this country.
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>�3�189.)
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 � / = > @ A
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